Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a global pandemic caused by the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2 infection occurs predominantly by binding of the viral surface spike protein to the human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor.^[@R1]^ Hypertension and preexisting cardiovascular disease are risk factors for morbidity from COVID-19, and it remains uncertain whether the use of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEis) or angiotensin receptor blockers affects infection and disease. This uncertainty has provoked public statements by the American Heart Association, the Heart Failure Society of America, and the American College of Cardiology advising continuation of these agents in the absence of compelling new data.

The predominant portal of entry for SARS-CoV-2 is by *ACE2* expression in the upper respiratory epithelium and lungs, yet in a single-center report of 416 patients hospitalized with COVID-19, 19.7% had evidence of cardiac injury, suggesting a possible pathologic role for myocardial *ACE2* expression.^[@R2]^ Moreover, the presence of cardiac injury was associated with a 5-fold increase in mechanical ventilation and a 51.2% mortality rate. In this context, the potential for a primary viral myocarditis with SARS-CoV-2 is gaining support.

We aim to shed light on these questions by assessing *ACE2* expression by performing bulk and single nucleus RNA-Seq on the left ventricles of 11 individuals with dilated cardiomyopathy, 15 individuals with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and 16 controls with nonfailing hearts from the Penn Human Heart Tissue Biobank. All studies were approved by the institutional review boards at each institution. Single-cell sequencing was performed largely as described in our recent study detailing the transcriptional diversity of the cell subtypes and associated gene programs in the normal human heart.^[@R3]^ Data generated by the 10X Genomics 3′ solution v3 were processed with the CellRanger 3.1.0 toolkit followed by strict quality control for transcriptional complexity, mitochondrial read counts, proportion of spliced reads, and entropy. Differential gene expression was performed by summing gene counts across all nuclei in each cell type and applying a limma-voom testing pipeline, adjusting for age and sex.

Consistent with recent reports,^[@R4],[@R5]^ cardiac *ACE2* expression is strongest in pericytes, which line the microvasculature, but is also appreciable in vascular smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, and cardiomyocytes (Figure A). We also evaluated the expression of the proteases encoded by *TMPRSS2* and *CTSL*, which facilitate membrane fusion and viral uptake during SARS-CoV-*2* infection. *TMPRSS2* was minimally expressed across all cell types, whereas *CTSL* displayed low levels of expression in all cell types with strongest expression in fibroblasts (18.1% and 56.7% of cells in the 2 populations found in controls with nonfailing hearts), macrophages (39.1%), adipocytes (41.5%), and cardiomyocytes (11.4%; Figure A).

![**Assessment of *ACE2* expression in the human myocardium.** **A**, Dot plot representing the relative expression of *ACE2*, *CTSL*, and *TMPRSS2* in the left ventricle. Size and hue of the dot indicates the percent of nuclei expressing and the mean of the log-transformed, normalized counts for all nuclei in each cell type. **B**, Expression of *ACE2* by bulk RNA-Seq from nonfailing, dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) ventricles. **C**, Single nucleus RNA-Seq from the same tissue samples as in B with mean expression of *ACE2* in cell subtypes with appreciable expression. **D**, Effects of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEis) on *ACE2* expression across cell types in individuals with HCM. Boxes represent 25% to 75% and whiskers represent the minimum--maximum range, excluding outliers. \*\*\**P*\<0.001. CVD indicates cardiovascular disease; LEC, lymphatic endothelial cell; and VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell.](cir-142-708-g001){#F1}

In contrast to a recent report,^[@R4]^ analyses of bulk RNA-Seq data show no significant alterations in *ACE2* expression in the context of dilated or hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Figure B). However, single nucleus RNA-Seq highlighted a stark downregulation of *ACE2* expression in fibroblasts, pericytes, and vascular smooth muscle but a concomitant upregulation in ACE2 expression in cardiomyocytes in dilated cardiomyopathy and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Figure C). These results are similar to those seen in a recent report, which examined expression in patients with aortic stenosis and heart failure with reduced ejection fraction.^[@R5]^

Because patients with dilated cardiomyopathy were on an ACEi whereas controls with nonfailing hearts were not, our ability to examine effects of ACEi use was limited to the patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (6 taking an ACEi, 8 not taking an ACEi). As in Nicin et al,^[@R5]^ there was a trend toward increased *ACE2* expression with ACEi treatment in all cell types (Figure D), but the present results were not statistically significant. An important distinction between the studies is that our statistical models of differential expression account for the inherent sparsity and intraindividual correlation of single nucleus sequencing data by summing across nuclei within an individual rather than treating the unit of observation as the nucleus. This allows us to test for variability in expression across conditions or treatments more robustly. Future studies with larger patient cohorts to examine cell type--specific *ACE2* expression in additional disease states and in donors with nonfailing hearts receiving an ACEi or angiotensin receptor blockers are urgently needed. Transcriptional assessments do not reflect the effects of RNA half-life, translation efficiency, or protein turnover. As such, it will be important that surface localized ACE2 protein is also evaluated in future studies.

These data suggest that previous cardiovascular disease is a predominant driver of cardiomyocyte-specific increased transcription of *ACE2.* These findings may provide a pathologic link for SARS-CoV--associated viral myocarditis.
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Human Cell Atlas Lung Biological Network study participants are listed in the [Appendix in the Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.120.047911).

The Data Supplement is available with this article at <https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.120.047911>.

All data and materials regarding cell identities and expression of the 3 genes highlighted in this study have been made publicly available at the Single Cell Portal of the Broad Institute and can be accessed at <https://singlecell.broadinstitute.org/single_cell/study/SCP846>.
